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Michael Breen Announces Release of Fantasy Book "Ever the Night Road"
Debut Novel Earns Five-Star Reviews from Readers' Favorite

 
Indie fantasy author Michael Breen is proud to offer his debut novel, "Ever the Night Road," now available

in print and e-book through a variety of online retailers.

"Ever the Night Road" is a coming-of-age story featuring female protagonist Dagny Losh. The teenager's

longing for adventure becomes a high-stakes quest guided by the stars and ancient myth, as she and an

array of companions encounter danger from both criminal and supernatural forces. Along the way, Dagny

will discover the bonds of true friendship, young love and the depths of her own bravery in a brutal and

enchanting world.

The book has received high praise from advance reviewers, including multiple five-star reviews from

Readers' Favorite that describe the book as "a magical fantasy that I couldn't put down" and that note it will

"take your imagination to new heights." "Ever the Night Road" has also received the International Review

of Books Gold Badge of Achievement among other accolades.

Michael has a background in theatre  -- his favorite playwrights tend to be a bit dark and Irish. He used to

write simple songs with good friends on a Gibson Les Paul Special, and still listens to the same punk bands

that he did in high school. He likes truthful fantasy, books that are fearless, and British TV shows. When

not writing, he is usually thinking about writing, and has already delved into the anticipated sequel. "Jud"

is expected to be released in late 2023.

"Ever the Night Road" is available through Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Kobo, Apple, Scribd and more. To

explore The World and subscribe to receive updates, visit www.MichaelBreenBooks.com. Follow Michael

on Facebook at facebook.com/MichaelBreenAuthor and on Instagram at instagram.com/mikepbreen.
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